Federal officials blame Biden, Democrats for rhetoric on Middle East peace process as Hamas leader is killed.

09 killed as Israeli attack targets a top Hamas leader

By Michael Schmidt

Top aides of Donald Trump quickly accused President Biden and his supporters of using their rhetoric to incite political violence. But officials said there was no evidence that a potential assassination attempt involving Mr. Biden was a Hamas operation in Gaza.

In a statement on social media, President Biden’s press secretary said the shooting was “not just some isolated incident.” The official added that Mr. Biden’s campaign was “deeply shocked and saddened.”

“Get down, get down, get down!”
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Ruth Westheimer, a child survivor of the Holocaust who became known to millions as Dr. Ruth, the perky sex therapist whose frank advice on the art of love and science of lovemaking made her a go-to guide for tips on the art and science of lovemaking, died July 12 at her home in Manhattan. She was 91.

Her death was confirmed by Pierre Lata, a publicist and her co-author on several books, but no cause was noted.

“Drurope” gunman was also killed, officials say

BY ISAC ARNONDEZ, HAIYI KNOWLES, MANJU KUMARU AND DAVII BARTLEY

BURLINGTON, Pa. — [Donald Trump’s] presidential campaign released a statement saying that the former president was “fine” after he was shot in the head Saturday at a Trump campaign rally in Butler, Pa., on Sunday.

“Rooftop gunman was killed, investigation continues,” according to Secret Service spokesperson Anthony DiGiovanni.

The suspected shooter is dead, said Frickhouser, who confirmed the other deaths and injuries.

Trump, in a social media post, said he received a call from Queen Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom, who told him “she was very happy to hear that you are all okay.”

The crowd is chaotic with a chant of “Trump! Trump! Trump!” filling the air while the scene is investigated. One spectator is killed, and two others are critically wounded.

A Maryland man discovered that Bush presidents’ ancestors owned his forebears

Charles Holman had spent decades piecing together his family tree, poring over documents and collecting loose threads — stories, artifacts and memories that had been passed down through the generations. But he stumbled upon a piece of information that left him shocked.

Holman, 55, of Frederick, Maryland, had searched for his family’s roots for more than a decade, but nothing he found matched the records that he had recently discovered. Then he hit a dead end.

“Like many Americans, my family history goes back a few generations into slavery and then to the Civil War, and then to Reconstruction, and then to World War II,” Holman said in an interview.

“But when we stumbled upon these records, we realized that we had a connection to the Bush family.”

The connection was made through a documentary film about the history of the Bush family.